THE TRUE HISTORY OF FACTION PARADOX VOL. 6:
THE JUDGMENT OF SUTEKH
Magic Bullet Productions are pleased to
announce the release of of The True
History of Faction Paradox vol. 6: The
Judgment of Sutekh, the sixth and final
instalment in our line of Gothic, timetwisting CD audio adventures.

The True History of Faction Paradox is
a series of powerful, compelling audio
stories which feature characters and
concepts originally created for the BBC's
critically-acclaimed Doctor Who novels by
Lawrence Miles. Revolving around the
war-torn saga of Faction Paradox, a mysterious time-travelling organisation
which is part cult, part crime syndicate and part conspiracy, The True History
of Faction Paradox can be enjoyed on its own or as part of the extensive
range of Faction Paradox books, comics, art and online media.

Written by Faction Paradox creator and award-winning writer Lawrence
Miles, and starring Gabriel Woolf as Sutekh along with Edward de Souza (of
“Doctor Who”, “Sapphire and Steel” and “Coronation Street” fame), Wanda
Opalinska (of “Coronation Street”) and Jane Lesley, the CD is directed by
Alan Stevens, co-creator of the acclaimed Kaldor City CD audio series, and
Alistair Lock, who also realised the sound design, effects and music. Earlier
series guest stars include Isla Blair, Chris Tranchell, Peter Miles, Peter
Halliday and Julian Glover.

Faction Paradox: The Judgment of Sutekh concludes the story begun in
Coming to Dust and continued in four subsequent full-length audio
adventures. As two explorers trapped on Mars find themselves pawns in a
deadly power game between Faction Paradox and their old adversary Lolita,
War Queen of the Great Houses, the final battle between Osirian brothers
Sutekh and Horus threatens to tear the fabric of space and time to shreds. At
the end of the day, only one will be victorious… but who it will be remains the
greatest mystery of all....

Faction Paradox CDs are available in the UK, Europe, the USA, New
Zealand and Australia from all major SF audio dealers.
More information, along with news, reviews, sneak previews, and details
of our other productions, is available at www.kaldorcity.com.

